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Meeting 10:
- Parallel IO – Lustre filesystem 

- MPI I/O
- Intro to accelerated computing





OSS: Object Storage Servers: manage a small set of 
OSTs by controlling I/O access and handling network 
requests to them. OSSs contain some metadata about the 
files stored on their OSTs. They typically serve between 2 
and 8 OSTs, up to 16 TB in size each.

OST: Object Storage Targets: block storage 
devices that store user file data. User file data is 
stored in one or more objects, with each object 
stored on a separate OST. The number of objects 
per file is user configurable and can be tuned to 
optimize performance for a given workload.





„Stripe count”

„Stripe size”

Example:

Taken from: https://www.nics.tennessee.edu/computing-resources/file-systems/io-lustre-tips
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Methods of writing data:

„Writing process”
(standard writing 
techniques can be 
used...)

1. Spokesperson I/O

Other processes send data to „Writing process”

→ One process performs I/O.
→ Limited by single I/O process performance
→ Easy to program



Methods of writing data:

2. One file per process

→ Each process creates its own files.
→ Limited by file system system
→ Problematic when it must be read by program working with other number of processes
→ Easy to program



3. Parallel I/O

All processes simultaneously write to file

MPI IO:
https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/

Tutorials:
https://events.prace-ri.eu/event/176/session/3/contribution/15/material/slides/0.pdf
https://www.hpc.kaust.edu.sa/sites/default/files/files/public/4.02-mpi_io.pdf

Methods of writing data:

See example:
vecAdd-mpiio.c
See example:
vecAdd-mpiio.c

https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/
https://events.prace-ri.eu/event/176/session/3/contribution/15/material/slides/0.pdf
https://www.hpc.kaust.edu.sa/sites/default/files/files/public/4.02-mpi_io.pdf


Task lab 10:

1) Start with a code that you constructed within lab 3 
  (computation of covariance matrix with MPI )

2) Rewrite part responsible for reading files var1.dat – var5.dat using MPI I/O 
functions. 

3) Compare read time of previous solution with MPI I/O solution. 

4) Add section that writes into files variables v_6 – v_10, using MPI I/O functions.

5) Deadline: wil be provided during labs. Weight: 1.0 (2h of labs)

   In the report provide:
   → the code
   → output of the code, showing computed values of matrix elements 
           (they should be the same as before modification)
   → read time: before and after modification
   → write time of v_6 – v_10 
   → plots showing measured bandwidth for read and write (MB/sec) 
          as a function of number of MPI processors. 



Accelerated computing

Accelerators: 
    specialized computng units for massive parallel computng.

In many case it refers to GPUs (Graphics Processing Units)



Floating-Point Operations per Second for the CPU and GPU

Taken from:
https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html
 

https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html


 Memory Bandwidth for the CPU and GPU

Taken from:
https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html
 

https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/index.html




You need at least “number of cores” 
threads to be able utilize efficiently 
the accelerator.

In practice, to get high utilization 
factor one needs number of threads 
to be a few times ”number of cores”.
(to hide latency)

Note: computing on many 
accelerators is next level step...

From: https://www.microway.com/hpc-tech-tips/nvidia-tesla-p100-price-analysis/
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